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OUTLINE
• EU Pesticides policy developments
• Areas of sustainable use directive of main
interest
• UK policy developments
• Role of the VI
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EU Thematic Strategy Origins
Treaty of Rome (environmental objectives)
6th Environmental Action Programme
Thematic Strategy for Pesticides

Pre-marketing
authorisation
(91/414)

No
Community-based
regime
at the moment

Residue Monitoring
(MRLs/foodstuffs
and WFD)

What and how
To reduce the impacts of pesticides on human health and the
environment and more generally to achieve a more sustainable
use of pesticides as well as a significant overall reduction
in risks and of the use of pesticides consistent with necessary
crop protection
New Sustainable Use Directive
91/414
Full
implementation
and review

Stats Reg
Measure
progress

• Minimise risks to health and the environment;
• Improve controls on use and distribution;
• Reduce levels of harmful actives through substitution;
• Encourage low input cultivation;
• Transparent reporting.

Amend machinery directive
Certification of new application equipment
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Sustainable Use Directive
National Action Plans

Sprayer
testing

Handling
storage and
disposal

Low input
systems
and IPM

Aerial
spraying
restrictions

Protection
Watercourses, Public spaces,
Special conservation
areas

Training
and
Certification

Indicators

Sustainable Use Directive: Areas
of interest?
••

Article
Article 4.
4.

National
National action
action plans
plans to
to reduce
reduce risks
risks and
and dependence
dependence on
on pesticides.
pesticides.

••

Article
Article 5.
5. Training
Training and
and certification
certification for
for users,
users, distributors
distributors and
and advisers.
advisers.

••

Article
Article 8.
8. Inspection
Inspection of
of application
application equipment
equipment ..

••

Article
Article 10
10 –– Protection
Protection of
of watercourses
watercourses
-- Preferences
Preferences to
to substances
substances and
and application
application methods
methods posing
posing less
less risk
risk to
to water;
water;
-- Prohibition
Prohibition or
or minimisation
minimisation of
of use
use along
along infrastructure,
infrastructure, surfaces
surfaces with
with risk
risk run-off
run-off to
to water
water
and
and sewage
sewage systems.
systems.

••

Article
Article 11.
11. Protection
Protection of
of public
public spacesspaces- prohibition
prohibition or
or minimisation
minimisation of
of use.
use.

••

Article
Article 12.
12. Handling
Handling and
and storage.
storage.

••

Article
Article 13.
13. Integrated
Integrated Pest
Pest Management
Management
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The process: co-decision
Proposal from the Commission

European Council
Environment & Agriculture
Working Groups

European Parliament
Environment,
Agriculture,
Trade Committees

Council adoption

Plenary Agreement

Agreed text

Forming the Government view
Impact assessment and explanatory memorandum

Commons
Scrutiny

Lords
Scrutiny

Stakeholder
Consultation

Ministers

UK negotiating lines (for Council and to MEPs)
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Timetable
Negotiations conclude and adoption (12-18 months)

Publication in OJ (2-3 months)

Comes into force (18 months – 2 years)

UK National Strategy Origins
Environmental
Audit
Committee

EFRA
Select
Committee

EU
Thematic
Strategy

Draft National Strategy
Consultation

UK Pesticides Strategy
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UK National Strategy: Policy
considerations
• Polarised views of industry and environmental interests.
• Better regulation agenda.
• Uncertain climate for farming generally (CAP reform)
and pesticide users specifically (loss of products through
review of 91/414).
• International and domestic policy developments
(emerging EU Thematic Strategy and response to
RCEP Bystanders report).

What and how
To promote uses of plant protection products that achieve high
standards in environmental protection whilst maintaining the
economic viability of crop production.

Reduce water
pollution caused by
ppps to standards
required by WFD

Reverse the loss
of biodiversity
caused by ppps

Establish best practice
in the amenity sector

Maintain availability
of sufficient products
and techniques
to control pests

Encourage introduction
of alternative chemicals,
greater use of integrated
Approaches and lower
product dependency
• Establish best practice
in the amenity sector
• Prevent Inappropriate
disposal of amateur
products
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UK National Strategy: Structure
Strategic Aims and Objectives
Pesticides Forum

Water

Biodiversity

Industry Initiatives
VI, AF, Assurance,
LEAF, etc

Amateur

Legislation/policy
Pesticides, WFD,
ELS, etc

Amenity

Availability

R&D
Industry, NDPB, NGO
And Govt

Strategy Action Plans
Two key impact areas addressed
- water
- biodiversity
Also two user sectors – amenity and amateur.
Cross cutting plan on availability of plant
protection products
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UK National Strategy: Future
• Action plans agreed early new year.
• Forum to consider February 2007.
• Annual report in Spring 2007.
• Consultation on update/revision in spring 2007.
• Updates to reflect any agreements in EU
Thematic Strategy.
• 5 yearly reviews.

ROLE OF THE VI
• To complement Govt strategy
• To act as key player in changing
behaviour
• To deliver benefits to water and
biodiversity (but harder to assess)
• To act as a driver for continuous
improvement
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The Pesticides Policy
Perspective
Any questions?
Adrian Dixon
Pesticides Safety Directorate
Pesticides Environment Policy Branch
01904 455701
adrian.dixon@psd.defra.gsi.gov.uk
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